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Abstract—Currently, software engineering relies and focuses on issues relatively with well-established software development approaches and software process improvement. There is lack of skill that guides students with the knowledge of developing quality software products that meet certain standard in software industry. As a result, software products were being produced and delivered with bugs and complaints were reported that software quality degraded gradually. Previous study indicated that code analysis and testing software alone could not guarantee the quality of the product. Apart from the increase of software complexity, not performing the best software engineering practices was another major cause of software failure. In order to produce good quality software products, the practices need to be highlighted from technical aspects and non-technical aspects such as people, environment and project constraints. To meet the challenges in quality software product, current education in software engineering must aligned with the software quality and certification models. This paper outlines the rationale and method for designing a new quality and certification skill in software engineering curriculum together with the challenges in meeting the needs from industries through alignment of the new curriculum. It presents the new topics of user-centred software certification processes, development of user and management skills in certification and continuous improvement in certification which might be included and needed in a software engineering curriculum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many countries, software certification is considered as a new concept in software engineering topics and among software industries.

II. IMPORTANT OF SOFTWARE QUALITY AND CERTIFICATION ISSUES

In general, software engineering focuses mainly on approaches of software development. The term certification can be defined as the process of verifying a property value associated with something, and providing a certificate to be used as proof of validity. A software certification is defined by Jeffry Voas as a fact sheet that spells out known software output behaviours (and it could also spell out known internal behaviours). It also spells out what conditions those behaviours can manifest themselves [13]. Stanford and Wallnau [14] define certification as a process of verifying a property value associated with something, and providing a certificate to be used as proof of validity. Certification is a means for improving the discipline by promoting the practical implementation of standards, the awareness of a body of knowledge, the recognition of a code of ethics, and the need for professional development [15].

If we look at different scenario such as medical and drug, there is an approved source to endorse drugs and medicine available in the market. Even though a consumer or patient may not be able to assess accurately whether a particular drug is safe, but they can be reasonably confident that drugs obtained from approved sources have an endorsement of the U.S Food and Drug Administration (FDA) which confers important safely information.

With the development of software certification users might be able to choose the correct software that meets their requirements even though the users do not understand the processes and program underlying the complete software product. A few countries have started to develop the software product certification program which involves third
party certification body. Korea is one of the countries that emphasis on certifying software to ensure the quality of the software in Korea industry. The quality certification program is called Good Software [9]. Malaysia is in the phase of developing the Malaysian Certification Program with Department of Standard Malaysia and Malaysian Software Testing Board together with Technical Working Group which members are from selected professionals and academicians from local agencies and industries.

III. THE INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCES

From previous discussion and current skills in software engineering topics, we realised there is lacking of mechanism and knowledge among practitioners and students regarding continuous ensuring quality of software product before delivery as well as during the operational. Our research team has developed two models of certification which by mean of SCM-prod and SPAC. SCM-Prod is a software certification model by product quality approach and SPAC is a model based on development process approach. Software certification can be viewed in three perspectives, product, process and personnel, but the combination of these approaches will produce a balance in software certification model [3].

A. SCM-PROD Model

The first model of certification is SCM-Prod model which a certification model based on end product quality approach (see Fig. 1).

The software certification model based on end product quality approach developed in this research consists of pragmatic quality factor (PQF), assessment team, weighted scoring method (WSM), decision process, repository and certification representation method. PQF is the quality assessment guidelines that consist of software quality attributes, metrics and measures. Undertaking quality attributes defined in ISO9126 model as the based line of the assessment metrics, we define two sets of attributes, which by means of the behavioural and the impact attributes. The behavioural attributes consist of high level software quality characteristics, which include usability, functionality, maintainability, portability, integrity, efficiency and reliability. In addition, previous study showed that quality attributes can be classified into different levels and weight [6]. The impact attributes indicate the conformance in user requirements, expectation and perception. These two groups of attributes are important to balance the assessment between the technical aspects of quality and human factors.

Other interesting aspects of this model are the assessment team that involve in the assessment exercise and the certification representation method. This model focuses on user-centred certification where users are able to do the assessment and certification by themselves (self-certifying) and secondly the quality measurements used in this model focus more for user involvement and satisfaction. The requirements today demanded the quality model to be simple, specific and practical to be measured by layman, users, customers, developers or stakeholders. This relates back with the general definition of quality, quality is defined as “fitness for use” and “conformance to requirements”. The term “fitness of use” usually means characteristics such as functionality, usability, maintainability, and reusability and “conformance to requirements” means that software has value to the users [16][21]. The previous developed and implemented certification models did not accommodate this requirement.

The certification representation method explains how the certification can be implemented and consists of algorithms and methods for certification. In this method there are two main certification approaches. First approach is to assess and certify based on individual attributes defined in PQF while the second approach is to assess and certify software as one product. The detail of this model can also be referred in [7][16].

B. SPAC Model

The second certification model developed by our research group is called SPAC Model – Software Process Assessment and Certification Model. The primary goal of this model is to ensure that the software development process are carried out effectively and efficiently to meet the expected quality criteria, delivered on time and within budget. This model is formulated based on the existing models, which are Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [17], ISO 9000, ISO/IEC 15504 [18] and Bootstrap [19]. It focuses mainly on five key factors that influenced the quality of software.

The factors are the quality of process performed the quality of people involved, the use of development technology, the stability of working environment and project conditions. SPAC consists of seven components, which can be elaborated as the candidate software, the process quality factor, the certification and quality index, assessment team and repository. This model is demonstrated as in Fig. 2.

The following discusses the components of SPAC:-

1. The first component of SPAC is the Process Quality Factor (PSQF). It defines what to be measured in this model. PSQF identifies factors that affect the quality of software process in practice. The five factors are: process, people, environment, development technology and project constraint.
   - Process: The factor of process includes three basis activities, which are development, management and support activities.
   - People: This factor measures in term of skill, experience, knowledge, team commitment, user involvement and management responsibility.
   - Environment: This factor measures the comfort ability and safety aspects in the work place.
   - Development technology: This factor measures in term of standard and procedure, tools, methods and techniques and process origin.
   - Project constraint: This aspect of quality measures the time delivery and budget.

2. The second component is the candidate software to be assessed. This candidate is a completed product that is ready to be delivered to users or customers. Information on the development process is collected via multiple techniques: reviewing all artefacts produced during development process, interviewing key personnel and also observing the working environment.

3. The assessment team is the third component of this model. In this model assessment is carried out by a collaborative approach which consists of a group of people. Developers, independent assessor and project manager should be a part of the assessment team and the
team’s leader must be an expert in software engineering and software quality.

4. The forth component is the assessment and certification process. This component contains three main phases of implementation: preparation, execution and post assessment phase. These phases are then decomposed into 16 activities that provide guidance to facilitate the whole process of certification.

5. The fifth and sixth components are the quality and certification level.

6. The seventh component is the repository, which stores all information and results from assessment and certification exercises. This data is useful for future analysis and improvement.

Further discussion on this model can be found in different document published by our research group [20].

C. Other Models

Many approaches to software certification mostly rely on formal verification, expert reviews, developer assessment and software metrics to determine the product quality as described in Welzel and Hausen [22], Voas [23], Lee, Ghandi & Wagle [24] and Heck, Klabbers & Eekelen [25]. Another approach is by integrating ISO9126 model as the certification quality benchmark such as Good Software [9], Requirement-driven Workbench [24] and SCM-Prod [7]. These models are appropriate for general software assessment with static attributes such as portability, usability, reliability, maintainability, functionality and efficiency. Different approach for certification is using function point [26]. Function point is a standard metric for the relative size and complexity of a software system, originally developed by the IBM in the late 1970s. Most of the studies mentioned above focused on certify software artifacts from developers, suppliers and auditors perspectives and do not emphasis much on user’s perspective and involvement.

IV. ALLIGNING WITH INDUSTRY

Fig. 3 presents an overview of the processes in software certification environment. This figure shows that software certification can be implemented in two ways:-

1. Certification of new products. This is the certification of a new software product that just completed in development and implementation and readied to be sold in the market.

2. Certification of product in-used. This is the certification of software product that is already in-used in certain environment.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the basic processes of software certification for new product and product in-used have supporting processes that are concerned with certification management, certification model and certification system:

1. Certification management is concerned with managing a company’s certification exercises of software products available in the company. It may involve accessing newly developed software or software already operating in the environment. The management process can be done by the third party agency or the independent SQA team in the company. Certification exercises conducted by the certification management may be stored in a certification repository that includes both the software and information about their certification level and quality status.

2. Certification model is concerned with the standard, procedures and mechanisms for certifying software product. It may involve applying software product certification model (example is SCM-prod) or software development process certification (example is SPAC).

3. Certification system is the support tool and guidelines for assessment and certification. The certification system and the assessment can be conducted by the external independent certifier or self-certifier.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper has presented and discussed the models for certifying software products. The two certification models namely SCM-prod and SPAC model have been tested and applied in real environments collaboratively with industry in Malaysia. The models have been developed in a goal-directed way in order to meet the needs of the different interest groups associated with software quality. The other related papers from our research group discuss and explain our experiences in applying software certification in real industries environment in more detail [4][8]. Thus, with the models discussed in this paper, certification exercise can be done in two approaches or perspectives which are via end product and development process.

Our experience with users from various organisations and sectors indicates that software certification approach which is a higher level of quality assessment is beneficial to ensure quality of software. The certification approach can be applied at any time during the operational of the software, thus the continuous quality monitoring will be guaranteed [1]. In addition, results from certification will provide a valuable recognition on the quality of the software organization which can support the buoyancy and trustworthiness of the organization. Fig. 3 demonstrates the processes involve in software certification that relates to the industry. Currently, the syllabus of software engineering does not integrate with these requirements. Therefore, it is important to deliver this skill and knowledge to the students to ensure that our students have enough knowledge in producing and managing good quality software in the real industry.

Previous study indicated that code analysis and testing software alone would not guarantee the quality of the product [5]. Apart from the increase of software complexity, not performing the best software engineering practices was another major cause of software failure [2]. In order to produce good quality products, the practices need to be highlighted from technical aspects and non-technical aspects such as people, environment and project constraints. To meet the challenges in quality software product, current education in software engineering must aligned with the software quality and certification models.

Further analysis and study need to be carried out to investigate the correlation between the quality of the process and quality of the product. Furthermore, in our framework we focus on continuous improvement in two facets. Firstly is the continuous improvement of the software product itself. This model is enable easy assessment and certification exercises and offers better guidance and procedures. Having the model and intelligent toolset to support the certification
process allow users to evaluate and assess the software continuously, thus facilitate the continuous improvement of the software. Secondly, it provides continuous improvement of the quality model applied in the certification process.

VI. CONCLUSION

The two software certification models discussed in this paper have been applied in the real case studies collaborating with industry in Malaysia. The application has demonstrated the practicality and feasibility of the proposed processes and mechanisms. Later, the evaluation of the models demonstrated the practicality and feasibility of the proposed processes and mechanisms. The results from the application and evaluation process have confirmed and verified the models. This paper outlines the rationale and method for designing the new quality and certification skill in software engineering curriculum together with the challenges in meeting the needs from industries through alignment of the new curriculum. It presents the new topics of user-centred software certification processes, development of user and management skills in certification and continuous improvement in certification which might be included and needed in a software engineering curriculum.
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